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Quebec and the
Queen
CHIUSTOPHER
HOLLISwrites:
Raids by schoolboys on Canadian military
armouries were alarming, if absurd. Public
opinion was shocked by the killings last summer
and they probably damaged the Separatist cause.
But nothing can be worse for the Government
than that it should look ridiculous, and M.
Chaput, the Separatist leader, with others, has
taken advantage of its incompetence to utter
ominous threats about what may happen to the
Queen when she visits Quebec next week.
'Some of my people,' he has said, 'are ready to
let her know, and brutally, that she is no longer
welcome.'
M. Chaput is too clever to specify the threat or
to identify himself with it, and in spite of the
fact that charges of treason were made against
h@ in the Canadian Parliament, it was not
thought that he had committed himself sufficiently
to justify a prosecution. No one imagines that
M. Chaput himself would take part in any act
of violence against Her Majesty or even that
he thinks such an act probable. But after Dallas,
who can feel quite certain what might happen?
And if a Government is not competent enough
to guard its rifles, can one trust it to be competent enough to guard its Queen? It was clearly
M. Chaput's hope that the Government would
either in fear cancel the visit to Quebec or else
have to take such extensive security precautions
as to destroy the whole atmosphere of welcome.
Either way, the Government would look silly.
When a couple of years ago a correspondent
of the French Canadian mopthly, La Libert6, .
asked M . Chaput who was his favourite political
character, he answered 'Jeanne #Arc,' and when
they asked him why, he said, 'Because she was
not a politician.' Marcel Chaput, who was ,born
at Hull, which is just across the river from
Ottawa, in 1918, has never sat in any Parliament. He was brought up as a Frenchman in a
community of mixed races. After finishing his
graduate work at McGill, he was employed for
nine years as a n officer of scientific research
in the Ottawa Research Council for Defence,
until he was dismissed in 1961 on account of his
Separatist activities. The comparatively moderate
nationalist demands of other French Canadians
had always seemed to him treason and surrender.

is more important-he got his 9100,000. Flushed
with success, he .then sent his party's secretary,
M. Doucet, to the United Nations to raise more
money there from foreign sources. Whether he
brought anything back with him is not known.
Whatever the future holds, Quebec sep-tism
is not at present strong enough to elect Members
to Parliament. Therefore, M. Chaput is always
in danger of being out-trumped by parliamentarians-whether
it be M. Lesage, Quebec's
Prime Minister, who may really obtain some
benefits for -his province, by M. Johnson (a
Frenchman, in spite of his name), the leader of
the Duplessis' old Union Nationale, or by M .
Caouette of Social Credit, who could threaten to
hold up the Ottawa Parliament before he allowed

From DREW MIDDLETON

the face of it, General de Gaulle's junket
around South America is an ambitious
enterprise in public relations. He is selling
France's policy of political independence within
the Atlantic community to governments who
often are a mite restive under American leadership. He is offering technical aid and beating
the drum for closer cultural relations. The pattern has been familiar since the then Prince of
Wales was the salesman of the British Empire
forty years ago. The trip will make a lot of
noise. But it is unlikely to change the course of
world politics.
To the small. inbred world of ~oliticalParis.
however, the t& has a larger si&icance. The
physical effect of the tour on the elderly President is expected to be the ultimate hjluence
on the decision he must make some time this
winter. This is whether or not to seek another
term of office in the elections next year.
France's political stability and her rale in
world affairs are so closely linked with the
General's continuation in office that this decision is about the most important one in
French politics.
At the moment, he is determined to
seek a further mandate next year. But how will
he see his candidacy a month from now when he
has returned to the ElysBe Palace?
By October 16, the President will have travelled 12,500 miles by air. He will have made
N

resse, was so unkind as to point out that the
arallel was imperfect. Gandhi had used the
unger strike to bring pressure to bear on a
government which, according to his contention,
was behaving unjustly. M. Chaput was using it
in order to persuade his supporters into giving
him some money. M. Chaput broke off in
dudgeon all relations with La Presse. But-what

have flown from se
and back again. He

public ceremonies clearly tired and worn.
soldiers iwuniform, veterans in medals
with children, above him the flag of Fra
as he spoke, the voice grew stronger,
more animated, the gestures more ex
There was the priest-king renewing
through contact with the people.
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can martyrs, but M.

Fxnch Canadian troops to be sent to serve the
United Nations in Cyprus. M. Chaput can only
keep pace with such rivals by keeping himselfin the news with continual stunting.
No one doubts for a moment that policies':
of violence are utterly abhorrent to the vast
majority of French Canadians, whatever their
political opinions. The extremists certainly expected and hoped that their threats would cause a
cancellation of the visit. The awful fear is that,
now that the visit is not cancelled, some wild
man will think it necessary to make his protest.
No one can feel quite happy until the visit is
concluded. Unfortunately, for an act of violence
one does not need a majority.
- - One needs only
one finger on a trigger.
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Gaulle, like Prance, sannot be anything
overcome if either or both are to remain
to destiny. Finally, there is a strong strea
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come and that, ultimately, if anything happ
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effect, according to Mr. Naipaul, is to have
posthumously created, among wealthy businessclass Indians, a grotesque charade-like llfe where
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"More even than the third
volume of Les Clzemirzs de In
Libertk, this first book of
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contab the best prose that he
has ever written."
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